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Muhammad Ali, a dedicated 3-month Machinist Course student sponsored by HDF, passionately engaged in the learning process.



Annual Report 2022 Launch
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HDF staff together with CEO Mr. Mehboob Ul 
Haq and Vice Chairman, Member Board of 
Directors Lt. Gen (R) Anis Ahmed Abbasi 
Celebrates HDF’s Milestones at the Annual 
Report 2022 Launch!

We are delighted to share with you the key 
achievements and inspiring success stories of 
the past year. Explore the transformative impact 
we have made in HDF’s Annual Report 2022, 

Check out the report here:
https://www.hdfpk.com/publication-2/

Annual Report 2022 Launch: CEO Mehboob ul Haq and BOD Vice Chairman General (Retd.) Anees Abbasi, along with 
HDF Head Office Staff, proudly giving a thumbs-up.



In a joint initiative between HDF and Bright Star, a Mobile Library was recently deployed to HDF Secondary 
School, Kalyah, Islamabad. With a range of captivating activities, including storytelling sessions and 
immersive book readings, all tailored for primary-grade students, we're committed to nurturing a vibrant 
reading culture. 

Together, we embark on this journey to provide the future generations of Pakistani students with the gift 
of knowledge and information, paving the way for a brighter tomorrow!
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HDF and Bright Star Dispatch a Mobile Library at HDF 
Secondary School, Kalyah, Islamabad

13 September 2023: HDF and Pakistan Environment Trust (PET) 
sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for collective 
efforts in creating a greener, more sustainable Pakistan. The 
partnership will promote environmental initiatives that include 
carbon sequestration, reforestation projects and active 
community engagement. Together, we're stepping forward to 
bring a sustainable difference in our environment and local 
communities.

HDF & Pakistan Environment Trust (PET)
Sign an MoU

Sept 13, 2023: HDF & PET Sign MoU for a Greener Pakistan.

HDF & Bright Star Mobile Library: Promoting Learning at HDF Secondary School, Kalyah, Islamabad
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Rehabilitation of 2022 
Flood Affected 
Communities
The catastrophic floods of 2022 displaced 33 million individuals in the regions of Sindh, Balochistan and South 
Punjab. The disaster had a devastating impact, leaving communities without shelter, food, and livelihoods. In 
response to this crisis, HDF sprang into action, providing critical emergency relief aid. Additionally, HDF 
undertook the vital initiative of rehabilitating these displaced communities

HDF and APPNA (Association of Pakistani Physicians of 
North America) collaborated to create a sustainable 
community for the flood-affected families in Rajanpur, 
known as ‘APPNA Basti’. Through ongoing efforts, 21 houses 
have been constructed and equipped with solar panels, 
ensuring a safe home and sustainable electricity for the 
community in Rojhan Mazari, Rajanpur.

APPNA Basti in Rajanpur

HDF is undertaking an admirable initiative by constructing 
homes for the displaced communities residing in the small 
village of Maula Bux Brohi, Jacobabad. As part of our 
commitment to community engagement, we have been 
actively organizing meetings with the local residents to 
empower them for a sustainable future.

Through this project, HDF intends to offer solarized homes to 
these displaced families and ensure their livelihood and food 
security by providing them with livestock. This 
comprehensive approach will uplift the quality of life for 
these communities and support them in achieving 
long-term stability and self-sufficiency.

The completion of 31 houses in Village Meer Deenar Khan 
Brohi, Jacobabad provides not only shelter but also a 
renewed sense of security and stability for the 
flood-affected population. Families that were once 
displaced and living in temporary shelters can now look 
forward to a brighter future with a place, they can call home. 

Maula Bux Brohi, Khairwah, 
Jacobabad

Meer Deenar Khan Brohi, Jacobabad
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Empowering Jacobabad's Displaced Communities with 
HDF's Housing and Livelihood Project.

Homecoming Joy: A Family of 8 Finds Security and Hope in 
Their Reconstructed House in Jacobabad.

A Grateful Beneficiary in 'APPNA Basti,' Rajanpur, Rejoicing in 
His Reconstructed Home with Solar Power



HDF Extends a Warm Welcome 
to Its Patron, Mr. Yousif Hyder Shaikh

Mr. Yousif Hyder Shaikh, Chief Commissioner of Inland 
Revenue Service, Islamabad graciously accepts the role 
of Patron of HDF!

We extend our heartfelt gratitude to Mr. Shaikh for his 
unwavering support in HDF's mission to serve the 
community. His commitment to making a positive 
impact on society alongside HDF is truly inspiring. Thank 
you, Mr. Shaikh, for being a beacon of change.

HDF held a Virtual Event, live from our Rahim Yar Khan region, 
dedicated to showcasing to our donors the accomplishments of our 
education program. We exhibited the exceptional qualities that set 
HDF schools apart, shed light on the challenges our students have 
overcome and offered a glimpse into what success looks like for our 
kids. Live interviews from our Voices of Impact: the extraordinary 
students Malaika, Sana, and Shehar from HDF school in the small 
village of Rahim Yar Khan, allowed our audience to hear about HDF’s 
impact in the lives of our young generations directly from 
themselves.  

HDF is rebuilding a Govt. Boys Primary School in Village Meer Deenar 
Khan Brohi, Jacobabad. 

The school stood abandoned for too long, its walls and roof cracked 
and washrooms unusable, extensive damage inflicted by the 
devastating floods of 2022. The school was shut down as it was 
deemed unsafe for the students, which deprived them of their basic 
right to education. HDF has undertaken the responsibility to bring 
these boys back to school and provide them with an opportunity to 
build themselves a prosperous future again!

We are on a mission to revive hope and education for our young 
generation.

At HDF, we believe in the power of education to change lives!

HDF disbursed its THANKS Scholarship at SOS Children's Village, Lahore. 18 exceptional orphaned students 
who are also position holders received the necessary support to further their education with ease.

These young minds are our future, and HDF continues to empower their dreams.

Live Virtual Event Showcasing HDF’S Education Program

School Reconstruction in Meer Deenar Khan Brohi, Jacobababd
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HDF Disburses THANKS Scholarships to Orphans at SOS Children’s Village, Lahore

A Gesture of Appreciation: Mr. Yousif Hyder Shaikh 
Assumes Patron Role in HDF.

HDF Virtual Event Showcasing Impactful 
Student Stories from Rahim Yar Khan.

HDF Restoring the Govt. Boys Primary 
School in Jacobabad..

Empowering Futures: HDF THANKS Scholarship Ceremony at SOS Children's Village, Lahore.



HDF Sponsors Youth Trainings and Overseas 
Employment Opportunities at NLC ATIN’S

Human Development Foundation - HDF and NLC’s Applied Technical and Vocational Training Institutes (ATINS) 

are on a mission to empower unemployed youth and combat issues like the Youth Bulge, High Unemployment, 

Illegal Migration/Human Smuggling and Poverty in Pakistan. We are offering end-to-end solution from providing 

technical/vocational skills trainings to employment opportunities. 

Discover one of HDF's bright, sponsored students at NLC ATIN’s:

Muhammad Husnain found himself in dire financial circumstances following his father's passing. With his family 

entirely dependent on his uncle's support, the burden was substantial. Recognizing his potential, HDF stepped in 

and sponsored his 3-month Excavator Operator Course at ATINS Mandra. This sponsorship not only equipped 

Muhammad with valuable skills but also opened doors to local and global employment opportunities.

In regions like the UAE, where there is a high demand for heavy equipment operators, Muhammad can now earn 

a monthly income ranging from AED 39,000 to AED 46,000. Thanks to HDF's unwavering support, young 

individuals like Muhammad are breaking free from the shackles of unemployment and poverty, securing a 

brighter future not only for themselves but also for Pakistan.

Donate to support Muhammad Husnain and other Youth

 https://www.hdfpk.com/pak-china-joint-diploma-programme/
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Building Futures: Muhammad Husnain's Training Journey at NLC ATINs with HDF's Support.
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HDF was instrumental in making the Afaf Dam 
a reality, ushering in prosperity and more 
effective water resource management for the 
Soon Valley community. Now, we have 
successfully empowered the local community 
to take charge of a vital road development 
project leading to the dam. They have 
independently funded the construction of a 1.5 
km track from the dam to Jhalar Moor, under 
the leadership of President VDO Retired Head 
Master M. Khair Muhammad. This noteworthy 
project was completed on September 10, 2023, 
and promises to improve access to the dam for 
both locals and tourists alike. With a significant 
reduction in distance by 20 km, this newly 
accessible track is now open for cars and bikes, 
attracting tourists and delivering substantial 
benefits to the local population.

Significant milestones have been achieved in the 
construction of the healthcare center in 
Nowshera, showcasing our commitment to 
enhancing healthcare accessibility in the region.

To ensure the suitability of the land for 
construction, we engaged the expertise of Myco 
Engineers for comprehensive soil testing. Their 
assessment is a pivotal part of our commitment to 
delivering a healthcare center that meets the 
highest standards of quality and safety.

The land has also been successfully bored, marking a crucial step towards the realization of this healthcare facility. 
This groundwork paves the way for the construction phase and signifies our dedication to this project's success.

HDF commends the community for its self-initiative and is honored to have played a pivotal role in their journey 
towards progress.

Soon Valley Updates

Track Construction Leading to Afaf Dam

Work in Progress at Health Center, Nowshera

Soon Valley's New Access Road to Afaf Dam Under Construction

Soil Testing and Boring for Nowshera Healthcare Center.


